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Sanskrit poetics classifies literary works of art under two major heads sravyakiivya

or poetry and drsyakiivya or drama. Sravyakiivya is further classified under the heads as
padyamayakiivya or verse-poetry, gadyamayakiivya or prose-poetry and campt1kiivya or
poetry in both prose and verse. Verses are of five types such as muktaka, yugmaka,

sandiinitaka, kaliipaka and kulaka, and verse-poetry is subclassified as mahiikiivya (epic),
khaJ.ujakiivya (lyric) and kO$akiivya (lexicon). Prose-poetry is of four types: muktaka,

vrttagandhl, utkalikiipriiya and cUrl.zaka. It is also classified another way into kathii and
iikhytiyikii. Campt1kiivya as a eulogy of a king is known as viruda and when it comprises

various languagesit is called karambhaka.1 .

Agnlpurii~za presents a five-fold classification of the prose kiivya namely
iikhytiyikii, kathii, khaJ,ujakathii, parikathii and kathiinikii.2 Excluding iikhyiiyikii the other
four categories differ slightly from each other and may be counted under the membric
kathii. Many Sanskrit critics have noted the points of difference between these two species,
kathii and iikhyiiyikii. According to Bhamaha (c. 7th century A.D.) the earliest rhetorician,
iikhyiiyikii is a kind of literary work composed in prose, which employs words pleasing to
the ear and suitable to the matter intended. It deals with an elevated subject-matter and the
sections of the narratives are called ucchviisas. Here the hero himself gives an account of
his exploits. In it the verses in vaktra and aparavakrra metres intimate future events on
befitting occasions and the poet is free to offer imaginary events and situations. It describes
the kidnapping of a maiden, a battle, separation ofIovers and the fmal triumph of the hero.
But the kathii does not contain verses in vaktra and aparavaktra metres and its divisions
are not called ucchviiSas. It may be composed either in Sanskrit or in ApabhraJizsa. An
account of the deeds of the hero is given by somebody other than the hero himself as it
would be discourteous on the part of the hero to boast of his won merits.3 DaJ.:l<;J.in(8th
century A.D.) criticizes Bhamaha and argues that kathii and likhyiiyikii are only two divisions
of prose kiivya. Akhyiiyikii is a recounting by the hero himself and the other (the kathii) by
the hero or by someone else. As the hero represents reality the f.aithful description of his
own heroic deeds should not be considered discourteous. But this rule is not universal as
persons other than the hero also are narrators in iikhyiiyikii. Therefore the narrative point
of view (in the first or third person) should not be considered a criterion. Similarly the use
of particular metres (vaktra or aparavaktra) and the titling of the chapters as ucchviisas
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should not also be considered differentia of an iikhyiiyikii as they may also be used in case
of kathii. DaI:\<;I.inapproves of freedom of expression for the poetic genius.4 Vamana (8th
century A.D.) mentions the two divisions of prose kiivya as iikhyiiyikii and kathii. He
omits their defmitions because, he thinks, they are either insufficient or confusing. He
remains indifferent to the opinions of Bhamaha and DaI:\<;I.inboth.5 Rudrata (9th century

A.D.) gives a..tailed ac.ro1lll1of the two species of prose composition apparently modeled
on Bi3.I:\a'sworks. 6V~Kaviraja (14thcentury A.D) a propounder of the rasa school
of Sanskrit poetics defines kathii in terms of his general definition of poetry as a statement
the essence of which is rasa. According to him both kathii and iikhyiiyikii are prose
narratives with plots generating rasa (saraSalil vastu). Kathii is interspersed with the
verses in vaktra and aparavaktra metres. In the beginning there are prayer to the meritorious
and denouncement of the wicked. An iikhyiiyikii has 'On!y some 'conventional structural
differences such as eulogy of the poet's own pedigree (valilsiinukirtanam) and of other
poets as well. The story at some places is interspersed with verses in iiryii, vaktra and
aparavaktra meteres and its sections are titled as I1Sviisas.7 The words used apart from
their semantic depth, must have phonetic excellence. As regards the narrative technique
and prosodiac convention, Visvanatha endorses upon his predecessors.

Now it appears that the genre division of the ancient and medieval Sanskrit critics
is mostly technical or formal without any criteria that take account of a precise aesthetic
foundation. Especially the prose genres are not formulated on the specific aesthetic qualities.
The definition of kathii and iikhyiiyikii by Visvanatha is perhaps more appeaTing than his
predecessors' on the ground that he considers both kathii and ili/khyliyikii as poetic as
other forms of literature in as much as rasa ,is their essence '(soul or iitman). Among the
formal differences, the narrative teclmique adopted in both the forms, kathii and iikhyiiyikii,
is an anticipation of the pT{1S"enarratives of the recent times. Writers like Bi3.I:\abhatta have
sufficiently proved that the aesthetic merit of a literary discourse does not consist only in
a stylized composition. What is necessary for a poet is enotmere versification of a piece of
practical communication. In other words, the Sanskrit critics had a very clear view that
verse is not a criterion of poetry. They rightly perceived the difference between
communication (viirtii) and poetry (ktivya).

In fact, what compels the Sanskrit tradition to rank Bi3.I:\abhatta with Valmlki and
Kalidasa is the creation of images and the generation of rasa. The Sanskrit critics would
have agreed with the Russian formalists and Structuralists as also with the New Critics that
language is not merely a vehicle of thought in poetry. But at the same time, they would not
agree with the formalists that poetry is merely a specific use of language or a linguistic
device (' defamiliarization': Mukarowsky; 'automatization': Sklovsky) where human contents
like emotions, situations, and reality are only contextual. Nor would they agree with the
humanism of the New Critics that poetry is a linguistic order that deals with human
understanding: a specific attitude tC!wards human life. When the New Critics have not
emphasized the emotional aspects of poetry, the Sanskrit critics are insistent upon it. One
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may of course, think that the schools of alalilkiira, rlti, gUl.la and dhvani have not

emphasized emotion as the central point of poetry in their preoccupation. with the linguistic
character of poetry on both the semantic and phonetic levels. But A.hI!nii1Javagtlptaconcludes
that alalilkiiradhvani and vastudhvani lead to rasa-dhvani.If rasel-dhvani is the suggestion
of an emotion it pinpoints the argument of Abhinavagupta that human emotion is the
central point of poetry, and it is on this point that practical discourse differs from literary
discourse.s The tenants of dhvani school and rasa school may be very suitably combined
in saying that literary discourse suggests human emotion not through references (as in
practical discourse) but through images (/a~aI,lii and vYali;anti).

Bfu:labhatta's Ktidambari and Har!?acarita are the brightest prose narratives in
Sanskrit literature fulfilling the central demand of the Sanskrit critical culture: Both of them
suggest human emotions through imagery. If Ktidambari suggests the emotion of love

Har!?acarita suggests the emotion of courage by powerful imagery. When these basic
elements are with these basic qualities, a prose narrative differs from other forms ofliterature,
particularly epic and lyric, for its specific narrative technique. To distinguish kathii from
tikhytiyikii on this ground is justified. If tikhytiyikii is a narrative of first person, kathti is a
narrative of third person or first person. Accepting these two criteria as vital (such as
kidnapping of a woman etc.) are without any aesthetic interest.

It appears that while subclassifYing the prose narratives the Sanskrit critics have
not been sufficiently aware of the thematic differences. To count the prose narratives of
varied nature like Palicatantra, Ktidambari and Har!?acarita under the same category of
tikhytiyikii would certainly appear unsystematic for a modem critic. The recent thematic
approaches would classifY these three as allegory, romance and biography respectively.
Of course, broadly speaking, they may be said to be tikhytiyikiis. To count such diverse
texts as Palicatantra and Har!?acarita under the same category of prose narrative would
certainly appear uncritical in our times. Most probably the Sanskrit critics were not aware
of any thematic classification. Even if the general defmition of poetry as "delightful
statement" is accepted, the delight due to the discourse of Palicatantra and Har!?acarita
must not be having the same root. One might compare the 'Book of Job' in the Old Testament
and Lytton Strachey's Queen Victoria and can imagine counting them under a single
category. Current scholarship has reasons to ridicule such categorization, which is based
on narrative technique or some minor elements. The Aristotelian categorization ofliterature
on the ground of the nature of action they represent is undoubtedly more rational. Epic and
tragedy differ on the ground of narrative technique, i.e., on the manner of representation:
Epic is narrative (it narrates the action) and tragedy represents the action dramatically (the
agents of action directly presents it). One may argue that if epic and tragedy are differentiated
on the ground of narrative technique or manner of representation, then distinction between
kathti and tikhyiiyikti on the ground of narrative technique and some minor characteristics
is not inappropriate. But one should reme~ber that Aristotle would never have counted
Palicatantra and Har!?acarita under the same category as the action of the latter is serious
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and that of former is ludicrous in spite of the strong moral level underlying it When
Aristotle says that cepicand tragedy Tepresent serious human action, he is thematically
counting them under the same category and is distinguishing comedy fram both of them.
The paint is that the SanskI:it critics should have subdivided the prase narratives with
whatever name they might have chosen under the character .ofthe actian that is represented
in the plot of each category. Therefore, the distinction between kathii and iikhyiiyikii
should have been more appropriate on the basis of this nature of action that is represented
so that Harf}acarita would have been distinguished from both Kiidambarf.or ViiS£mllldrzlt!tii
an the one hamd"and from Palkatantra on the ather. In the language of Sanskrit (criticism
all the four forms of :Greek Ifiterature~jc, lyric, tragedy and 'Comedy are delightful
statements or discaursesihat~nernte rrlflS:Gl.i&at::as<01Ifcenj£>y.t:nenh1lfoomedydiffers from
that .oftragedy so also our enjoyment .ofHarf}acaritaisi!1lfadlliferOOt~aryoommlm'Of
the enjoyment of Paikatantra. This needs no further elaboration. One can easily say that
the rasa of Palkatantra is .ofcomic character or hiisya whereas the rasa of Harf}acarita is
vfra .or of a seriaus nature which is altogethe~ different from the former one. We want to say

that even on the ground .ofrasa the subclassification of this prose narrative is inappropriate.
We might rearient the traditional subclassification of prase narrative of Sanskrit

literature in the light of madern literary criticism. The literary works of Sanskrit on the
thematic ground-on the graund of the nature of action represented in the literary work
concerned are proposed ta be called 'biography' (in Sanskrit, say, Caritakiivyam), and the
rationale of this praposal is based an the established form of this genre in the Western
literary history from Plutarch to Lytton Strachery. As this biography is a thematic
classification, it does not concern with the medium of narration whether in prose or verse.
In the traditional criticism works like Buddhacarita, Raghuvalilsa and Sailkaradigvijaya
are counted under the same categary, the epic. When it is proposed to distinguish
Harf}acarita fram Pancatantra it is also proposed ta distinguish Buddhacarita from
Raghuvalhsa because whether written in prase or verse they represent the type .of actian
c;:learlydistinguished from the type represented by the other works. Buddhacarita represents

the serious actians .of a persan .of history, may be with mythical ornamentations, whereas
RaghuvalilSa is the representation of a series of serious actions of several mythical persons,
may be with historical references. Similarly Harf}acarita represents the serious action of

a historical persan with mythical allusions, whereas Paikatantra represents the actions of
human beings, lower animals and birds with allegorical references, and Kiidambarf represents
the actians.of imaginary persans with a high pitch of literary devices. Buddhacarita and
Harf}acarita would differ from any historical account of such persons as depicted in the

works concerned for the way they have treated these actians. If Plutarch is not a Herodotus
or Strachery is nat a Taynbee, Asvaghof}a and Bii~!abhatta also are nat the Indian
counterparts of Herodotus and Toynbee.

In this. connection the credit must go to Amarasi:ri1ha, the. famous Sanskrit
lexicographer (4th century A.D.) who has distinguished kathii from tikhytiyikii on the ground
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that the first is a prose narrative that represents imaginary human action (prabandha
kalpanii katheOand the latter is a prose narration that represents the action of history
(tikhyiiyikopalabdhiirtha).9Without any mention of the differences in narrative techniques
AmarasiIhha's categorisastion is of a sound critical order which has been surprisingly
ignored by the poeticians. When Bill.labhatta himst<lfis categorizing Kiidambari as kathti10
and Hartjacarita as tikhyiiyikii, II it is very difficult to say whether he is doing so on the

basis of narrative technique or prosodic convention or on the nature of the action
represented-imaginary or historical. But his own categorisation has always set a model

for the latter critics like Visvanatha who has clearly kept Hartjacarita in view while defining
.ml,{ilrJhjillvff,kii.Keeping AmarasiIhha in view our present categorization of a class of writing

as biography on the ground of the nature of action represented-imaginary or historical-is
not, however, without critical justification.
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